This paper proposes a method to optimize the performance of tandem source-channel coding with respect to the mean-squared error by exploiting the unequal error protection coding. More specifically, we formulate a combination of linear programming and grid search to optimize degree distributions for unequal error protected rateless channel codes. An asymptotic upper bound for the mean-squared error of the cascaded system is also derived. By optimizing the corresponding degree distributions of the rateless codes using unequal error protection principles, the proposed scheme has shown promising performance at high resolution region of source coding.
INTRODUCTION
Conventionally, source coders are introduced for transferring source information with fewer bits or representing analog sources. Channel coders are designed to protect data transmission over noisy channels. Although the optimization of source and channel coders can be performed jointly, the codes are often designed separately because of practical reasons. The source-channel separation theorem states that under certain conditions, such as delay constraint, combining separately designed source and channel codes still achieves the optimal performance for transmission over noisy channels [1] . On the other hand, a joint design is useful when delay constraint is strict. However, the complexity of joint optimization becomes significantly expensive for systems with large information to be transmitted. To compensate the delay in separate source-channel coding, one might consider priority for sensitive source information bits and transmit them more frequently. Therefore, by adding some amount of coupling between source and channel coders using unequal error protection (UEP) the performance can be maintained in noisy environment by means of protecting more significant information under a given delay constraint. This is a subject of anytime coding in [2] , where the nature of information bits changes from equally-error protected (EEP) into the one with different priorities to be treated in order for the quality of results to gradually improve as computation time increases. In [3] , the authors used UEP principles for sourcechannel coding as well. Rateless codes are a class of channel codes in which the encoder produces an unlimited number of symbols such that the decoder can recover the source symbols from a sufficiently large subset of channel outputs. Exploiting rateless codes for UEP applications have been studied in [4, 5] , where the authors showed that using this aspect, sensitive bits can be effectively protected in applications such as scalable video multi-cast. Luby Transform (LT) codes [6] are rateless error control codes which are suitable schemes for erasure channels. The results in [7] also show that LT and Raptor This work was supported in part by VINNOVA and the EU Fp7 project FeedNetBack.
codes [8] (concatenation of LT codes with high-rate LDPC outer encoder/decoder) perform very well on symmetric noisy channels such as binary symmetric channels (BSC) and binary-input additive white Gaussian noise (BIAWGN) channels.
In this paper, we propose a joint design of cascaded sourcechannel codes based on UEP property. In particular, we study the performance of cascaded high-resolution quantizer and rateless channel coder with the aim of optimizing degree distributions of UEP-LT codes. We also provide an asymptotic upper bound for endto-end mean-squared error (MSE) of the proposed system at high resolution source coding. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of optimizing degree distribution for UEP-LT codes with the objective of minimizing MSE has not been considered before. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on optimizing degree distributions of UEP-LT codes, and evaluating the performance of source-channel coding system using the optimized UEP-LT codes. We will also compare the performance of the proposed design with unoptimized UEP-LT codes in order to quantify the gain achieved by optimizing the degree distributions.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a non-negative real random variable X which is first quantized using a truncated dyadic expansion as XQ= K k=1 λ −k b k , where b k ∈ {0, 1} are independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables, λ > 1, and K represents the number of information bits. Then, the bits b k are encoded using a channel-coding technique and transmitted over a binary symmetric channel with bit cross-over probability . The estimation of bits at the decoderb k is then followed by an inverse binary expansion which results in the reconstructed valueX. We define source distortion MSEQ, channel distortion MSE ch , and ene-to-end distortion MSEe2e as
The distortion measures in (1) are related as
where (a) follows from Minkowski inequality. In (2), the source distortion MSEQ tends to zero as K increases, therefore, MSEe2e= MSE ch , so we focus on MSE ch . In this paper, we assume that X is uniformly distributed over a unitary interval, therefore,
where (a) follows from the fact that input bits are independent and equi-probable, and (b) follows by defining Pr(b k = 1|b k = 0) Pe(k). As a special case, assume that no channel codes are used, then the MSE given by (3) is equivalent to K k=1 λ −2k which implies that the MSE increases linearly with the channel bit error probability. Throughout the paper, the measure of performance is MSEe2e which is equivalent to channel distortion at high-resolution region of source coding, i.e., at large K. It is important to establish a relation between the source and channel coders such that they jointly decrease the overall MSE. In fact, if the probability of error, Pe(k), in (3) is different for bits in such a way that the more significant ones have less error using UEP principles, then the performance can be significantly improved. On the other hand, the number of bits to be transmitted is large because of high resolution of quantization region. Therefore, rateless codes can be suitable channel codes since the error probability becomes very low by adding a small parity overhead. The motivation is now to design rateless codes based on optimized degree distributions by taking the UEP property for source channel coding into account so as to minimize MSEe2e.
UEP-LT CODE DESIGN
In this section, we first describe the encoding and decoding algorithms for LT codes. Thereafter, in Section 3.2 an asymptotic (with respect to block length) upper bound of the performance is derived by taking the UEP property into account. Later, in Section 3.3 the optimization problem for degree distributions of the UEP-LT codes used in the cascaded source-channel coding system will be formulated and solved.
An Overview of LT Codes
LT codes are shown to achieve the Shannon limit for channels with erasures. The encoder of LT codes generates an endless stream of bits in such a way that each codeword is produced by XOR'ing of uniformly randomly chosen input bits based on a degree distribution. We follow the notations in [8] to introduce the design parameters of LT codes. Let
d denote the output node degree distribution, where Ω d represents the probability of choosing corresponding number of input bits. We define output edge degree distribution as ω(
, and also average degree of an output bit as β=Ω (1). Similar degree distributions can be specified for input bits. Let I(x)= i Iix i denote the input node degree distribution, where Ii is the probability that the input node is the neighbor of n(n=1, ..., N ) output nodes, and let ι(x)= i ιix i−1 = I (x)/I (1) represent the input edge degree distribution. In addition, α=I (1) is defined as average degree of an input bit. In order to calculate Ii, we fix an input bit, the probability that it is a neighbor of an output bit is β/K. After receiving N output bits, the probability that an input bit is of degree i is
Note that β/K=α/N . At the receiver, belief propagation (BP) algorithm has been regarded as one of the successful algorithms in decoding graphical codes approaching Shannon capacity. It is an iterative algorithm that at each iteration input and output nodes exchange messages, containing log-likelihood ratio (LLR). We follow the notation of [7] for
Fig. 1. UEP-LT encoding scheme.
updating rules of the messages passed at iteration l ≥ 0. Let m
o,i ) denote the messages passed from an input (output) to an output (input) node at the l th iteration of BP, then
where z ln[Pr(x = 0)|Y )/Pr(x = 1)|Y )] denotes channel LLR, and Y is the channel output. At the last iteration, the LLR of the
o,i , is a measure to decide if the decoded bit is 1 or 0, where the sum is over all output bits adjacent to the input bit.
In order to analyze the performance of the BP algorithm, density evolution (DE) [9] is considered to be a standard approach for analyzing graphical codes where the block length is very large. For simplicity, instead of tracking the densities in DE, one can approximate the probability density of messages passed at each iteration as a particular form. One common density used in several literatures (e.g., [7, 10] ) is Gaussian in which mi,o and mo,i are approximated by Gaussian variables with mean and variance which can be tracked. We will assume Gaussian approximation in order to asymptotically analyze the performance in the next Section.
Asymptotic Analysis of MSE for UEP-LT Codes
In the framework introduced in Section 2, it is important to characterize the source coded bits to protect the important ones more securely. In the simplest case, the bits can be separated into most important bits (MIB) and least important bits (LIB). This strategy can be performed for LT codes in the following technique which is called expanding window Fountain (EWF) codes [5] . For simplicity, we demonstrate the concept using two windows where the first one contains K1 bits, and the second window contains K2=K bits. There is also a probability p that specifies which window is selected, i.e., with probability p (or, 1−p), the bits in the first window (or, the second window) are chosen to be XOR'ed and construct the codewords based on a degree distribution Ω1(x) (or, Ω2(x)). This method can be simply extended to r-level UEP-LT codes (2 < r≤ K) with r levels of protection. After receiving N output bits, it is easy to show that the input bits in the j th window generates Nj = pjN output bits. Moreover, this method produces r levels of protection where the j th one contains Kj−Kj−1 bits. Therefore, the windows' length Kj , the window selection probability pj, and the degree distributions Ωj (x)=
.., r) are the design parameters. Figure 1 shows the encoding scheme. If we consider the r-level UEP-LT scheme and run the BP algorithm for l iterations, by combining (2) and (3) we obtain
where
e j , assuming all-zero codeword is sent, is calculated as
where Q(·) is the Q-function, and we used the fact that the messages passed at the l th iteration of the BP from output to input nodes are symmetrically Normally distributed and have the same densities, i.e., the message from an output bit to an input bit of the j th window m
. Furthermore, In,j denotes the probability that a randomly chosen bit in the j th level of protection is of degree n. Applying the asymptotic approximation Ij(x)≈exp(αj(x −1)) [7] and the bound Q(x)≤ 1 2 o,i ] can be determined by considering the messages passed from the output bits to the input bits of the first window only. The updating rule for original LT codes [7] can be generalized to the case of r-level UEP-
where, ϕ(x) = 1− 
Design of Degree Distribution for UEP-LT Codes
In [7] , the authors explain that the Gaussian approximation of the messages sent from output to input nodes is not always true. In fact, asymptotically the messages sent from input nodes to output nodes are symmetrically normally distributed under the Central Limit theorem. Nevertheless, the messages passed from output nodes to input nodes are not Gaussian random variables because of irregular degrees of input nodes. Therefore, one can evaluate the mean of a message sent from an output node of degree dj to an input node of the j th level at the l th iteration of BP as
where Ui's (i=1, ..., dj −1) are iid symmetric Gaussian random variables with mean μ and variance 2μ representing messages m j,(l) i,o . Furthermore, the channel LLR is independent of the Ui's. Now, if the objective is to keep working at a rate close to channel capacity, it is desired to minimize the number of encoded (output) bits, or, to minimize the number of encoded bits generated by each window, that is to say, Nj = pjN . It can be verified that
βiNi/Ki αj Kj βj , 1 ≤ j ≤ r−1 (7) Therefore, starting from the last window backwards to the first, and plugging βj = 1/( (7), Nj can be minimized with respect to the variables {ω j,d j }
Here, ω j,d j and Dj are the edge degree coefficients and the order of the degree distribution corresponding to the j th window, respectively. The constraint of the optimization problem is that the mean of the messages passed from input to output nodes in each window increases after each iteration of the BP, i.e., μ j,(l+1) >μ j,(l) , or,
where we discretize the continuous function ξ d j (μ) by having M equidistance points. By this constraint, it is guaranteed that the bit error rate decreases at the next iteration. Thus, r linear programs can be formulated with respect to the variables
) which are solved from the last problem backwards up to the first one, recursively. Here, due to the lack of space, we only translate (7) (1 ≤ j ≤ r −1) and (8) into the following optimization formulation
(9) It is also note-worthy that the choices of μ0, αj result in feasible or infeasible solutions. The value of μ0 should not be too large because it reduces the set of feasible solutions by increasing the set of inequality constraints.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of our scheme for some source-channel coding parameters, and we compare them with the existing results.
In the simulation, we assume that the source is uniformly distributed in the unitary interval, and the source coder is a binary truncated expansion, i.e., λ=2 in (3). For channel coding design, we first generate ξ d (μ) (d=1, ..., Dr) using Monte-Carlo simulations, and then solve the optimization problem (9) for EEP-LT, 2-level UEP-LT and 3-level UEP-LT codes using CVX, a package for specifying and solving convex programs [11] . Note that the EEP-LT design is performed by letting p=0 which boils down to the optimization problem in [7] . To be able to keep the problem convex we combine the linear programming with a grid search for values 10 ≤ α ≤ 50 with step size Δα=0.5. For this purpose, we fix μ0 =16, the stepsize as Δμ = 0.01, and the degree orders as D = 90 for EEP-LT, D1 = 60 and D2 = 90 for 2-level UEP-LT, and D1 = 60, D2 = 70 and D3 = 90 for 3-level UEP-LT codes. The bit cross-over probability of the binary symmetric channel is = 0.11 for which the channel capacity is approximately 0.5. The joint optimization yields α = 16 for EEP-LT codes, (α1 =20, α2 =16) for 2-level UEP-LT, and (α1=28, α2=20, α3=17.5) for 3-level UEP-LT codes.
The performance is evaluated by generating the codewords using the optimized degree distributions for the channel code rate 1/2 (BSC with = 0.11). We consider the scenario in which the binary expansion truncates at K=1000 information bits. Furthermore, the length of the MIB window is fixed at K1=0.25K for 2-level UEP-LT, and the corresponding windows for 3-level UEP-LT codes are of length K1 = 0.2K and K2 = 0.25K. Also, for 2-level UEP-LT and 3-level UEP LT codes, the window selection probabilities are chosen as p1 =0.65, p2 =0.35 and p1 =0.6, p2 =0.3, p3 =0.1, respectively. The BP algorithm is also run for 60 iterations.
The simulation results (solid curves) and the asymptotic upper bounds (dashed curves), obtained from (6) , by considering the optimized degree distributions, are illustrated in terms of MSE versus inverse channel code rate R −1 in Figure 2 for EEP-LT and UEP-LT schemes. We also compare these results with the performance obtained by simulation of LT codes with unoptimized degree distributions in the tandem source-channel coding framework. In Figure 2 , the dash-dotted curves show the performance of 2-UEP-LT and 3-UEP-LT codes with degree distributions studied in [5] . The 2-UEP-LT codes have the robust Soliton degree distribution [6] Ω1(K1 = 0.1K, δ=0.5, c=0.03), p1=0.11 for the first window, and Shokrollahi's degree distribution [8] for the second window. The 3-UEP-LT codes consist of the robust Soliton degree distribution Ω1(K1= 0.1K, δ = 0.2, c = 0.03), p1 = 0.084, and the same distribution for the second window with parameters Ω2(K1 = 0.15K, δ = 0.5, c = 0.03), p2=0.11, and Ω3(x) is the Shokrollhai's degree distribution. It is obvious that the optimized UEP-LT scheme outperforms the unoptimized ones in the source-channel coding scheme. Furthermore, the upper bounds, which approaches the simulation results at large block length, provide good approximations of the MSE using optimized UEP-LT codes.
CONCLUSION
We study the performance of tandem source-channel coding by designing rateless channel coder in the high resolution quantization region. The aim of the paper is to optimize degree distributions for LT channel codes with unequal error protection property that minimize the end-to-end MSE of the source-channel coding system. The UEP-LT schemes with optimized degree distributions are obviously superior to the unoptimized UEP-LT schemes in the introduced framework. We also compare our results with the theoretical upper bounds on MSE for the proposed system which give tight approximations specially at large block length. Optimizing the windows' length of the UEP encoding scheme can be a subject of future work. Another future work is to employ the proposed method in order to design optimized degree distribution for anytime coding systems in which the performance of control applications in terms of end-to-end distortion and delay are taken into account as well as stability.
